THE DEFINED RISK STRATEGY
“By actively seeking to not lose big, we believe that investors will be better off in the long run.”
– RANDY SWAN, CEO AND LEAD PORTFOLIO MANAGER

Investors between a Rock and a Hard Place
The risks to capital in bonds and stocks have rarely been higher, with rates so low and stock valuations so high.
Today’s investor likely has no memory of a consistently rising rate environment nor its impact on bonds.

A Rise in Interest Rates = Bad News for Bond Investors
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Bear Markets = Bad News for Equity Investors
Investors likely remember the bear market of 2008 and have
no desire to feel that pain again or suffer a long portfolio recovery.

Did you know?
Since 1929, the S&P 500 data show
that, on average, bear markets occur:
• Every 3.5 years

Are you prepared for these historic challenges?

• Last 10 months

• Erase over 35% • Take 3.3 years
of market value
to recover
Source: Bank of America Merrill Lynch, Global Research,
Bloomberg; Returns based on S&P 500

The Defined Risk Strategy
Since 1997, the Defined Risk Strategy (DRS) has provided an effective solution to this dual dilemma and is now offered in multiple
vehicles, including separately managed accounts, mutual funds, and Collective Investment Funds (CIFs) for retirement accounts.

DRS as a Growth Plan - No Withdrawals
Annual Returns: Swan DRS, S&P 500 Index, 60% S&P 500 / 40% Barclay US Agg (July 1, 1997 to September 30, 2016)
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Source: Zephyr StyleADVISOR and Swan Global Investments. DRS results from the Select Composite, net of fees. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.
See www.swanglobalinvestments.com/performance for more information.
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The #1 fear of retirees is running out of money.*
DRS as an Income and Growth Plan - Includes Monthly Withdrawals
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$1,354,019

Source: Zephyr StyleADVISOR and Swan Global Investments. * Source: journalofaccountancy.com, October 2016 ** Hypothetical analysis above is using actual DRS results from the Select Composite, net of
fees, not backtested performance numbers. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. See our Investing for Income presentation or visit swanglobalinvestments.com for more information.

Since 1997, the Swan Defined Risk Strategy (DRS) has been reinventing the way people invest.
How it Works
Equity

1

Protection

2

ALWAYS INVESTED in low-cost
equity ETFs. No stock picking,
market timing, or sector rotation.

Cash Flow

ALWAYS HEDGED using long-term
put options to potentially protect
against large market declines.

3

ALWAYS seeking to generate
cash flow with market-neutral
option trades.

When the market drops and the equity loses value, the put option increases in value, and vice-versa.

This counter-balancing investment approach is engineered to NOT lose big.
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Simple, yet Effective.

2

We believe adding the Swan DRS can make any portfolio less vulnerable to bear markets and better positioned for long-term growth.

Consider making the Swan DRS a core component of your financial plan.
For more information visit swanglobalinvestments.com or call 970.382.8901.

Disclosures: Swan Global Investments, LLC is a SEC registered Investment Advisor that specializes in managing money using the proprietary Defined Risk
Strategy (“DRS”). SEC registration does not denote any special training or qualification conferred by the SEC. Swan Global Investments offers and manages the
Defined Risk Strategy for investors including individuals, institutions and other investment advisor firms. Swan claims compliance with the Global Investment
Performance Standards (GIPS®). Any historical numbers, awards and recognitions presented are based on the performance of a (GIPS®) composite, Swan’s
DRS Select Composite, which includes nonqualified discretionary accounts invested in since inception, July 1997 and are net of fees and expenses. All data
used herein; including the statistical information, verification and performance reports are available upon request. All Swan products utilize the Defined Risk
Strategy (“DRS”), but may vary by asset class, regulatory offering type, etc. Accordingly, all Swan DRS product offerings will have different performance results,
and comparing results among the Swan products and composites may be of limited use. Historical performance results for market indices and/or categories
generally do not reflect the deduction of transaction and/or custodial charges or the deduction of an investment management fee, the incurrence of which
would have the effect of decreasing historical performance results. Economic factors, market conditions, and investment strategies will affect the performance
of any portfolio and there are no assurances that it will match or outperform any particular benchmark. The S&P 500 Index is a market cap weighted index
of 500 widely held stocks often used as a proxy for the overall U.S. equity market. Indexes are unmanaged and have no fees or expenses. An investment
cannot be made directly in an index. Swan’s investments may consist of securities which vary significantly from those in the benchmark indexes listed above
and performance calculation methods may not be entirely comparable. Accordingly, comparing results shown to those of such indexes may be of limited
use. The adviser’s dependence on its DRS process and judgments about the attractiveness, value and potential appreciation of particular ETFs and options
in which the adviser invests or writes may prove to be incorrect and may not produce the desired results. There is no guarantee any investment or the DRS
will meet its objectives. All investments involve the risk of potential investment losses as well as the potential for investment gains. Prior performance is not a
guarantee of future results and there can be no assurance, and investors should not assume, that future performance will be comparable to past performance. All
investment strategies have the potential for profit or loss. Further information is available upon request by contacting the company directly at 970.382.8901 or visit
swanglobalinvestments.com 290-SGI-120116

